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2020 CGS-SOS Undergraduate Scholarship Award Recipients  
 

 
Canadian Geotechnical Society, Southern Ontario Section (CGS-SOS) is pleased to announce the recipients of 2020 
Undergraduate scholarships. The intent of these scholarships is to encourage students to study and enter the practice of 
geotechnical engineering. Six universities in Ontario were attended in the scholarship program and one student for each 
university was selected. The scholarship amount is $500 each and was awarded to the students with the highest mark in 
geotechnical course in Academic Term 2019-2020. In addition to the cash award, CGS-SOS will also pay for the one-year 
student CGS membership recipient.  
 
The 2020 CGS-SOS Undergraduate Scholarship Award recipients are: 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Zhenze Wei 
McMaster University 

 

Beverly Yang  
University of Waterloo 

 

Kota Abe 
University of Toronto 

   

Moamenbellah Moustafa,  
York University 

 

Thomas Ong,  
Ryerson University 

 

Adam Blazejowski,  
Western University 
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Zhenze Wei, McMaster University 
 
My name is Zhenze Wei, it is my greatest pleasure and honor to receive the Undergraduate 
Student Scholarship from CGS-SOS. It is a great award that encourages me to take further steps 
in geotechnical study. Currently, it is my third year in my undergraduate study at McMaster 
University where I was firstly introduced into the field of geotechnology. However, my interest 
in geotechnical engineering started when I experienced a massive earthquake in my childhood. 
I saw the power of disaster splitting the land and pulling down the mountains. The experience 
shocked me and prompted me to become a geotechnical engineer. I hope to study more about 
our land and help to build sturdy structures for our society. I always feel excited discussing with 
professor and peers about geotechnical theory and technology. To make my dream come true, I 
never feel tired of putting my effort to study and apply those complex knowledges in projects.  
Eventually, my ambition and talent make me stand out in the program. I believe I have achieved 
my best in the current study, and I will keep challenging myself in the future.  

 
 
 
 
 

Beverly Yang, University of Waterloo 
 

Beverly Yang is a recent graduate from the Geological Engineering program at the 
University of Waterloo. During her undergraduate degree, she worked at Golder 
Associates Ltd. as a co-op student in both their Geotechnical Engineering group and Mine 
Stability West group. These work experiences, along with her geotechnical engineering 
courses, piqued her interest in geotechnical and rock engineering. During her last co-op 
term, she received an NSERC USRA to work with Prof. Davide Elmo at the University 
of British Columbia, where she used discrete fracture network modelling to examine rock 
quality designation and its implications in rock engineering design. The results of this 
work are summarized in a paper that was accepted for publication in the ARMA 2020 
conference proceedings. She will be returning to the University of British Columbia in the 
fall to begin graduate studies with Prof. Davide Elmo. 
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Kota Abe, University of Toronto 
 

I am a civil engineering student at the University of Toronto starting my last year of 
studies in September. My first experience in geotechnical engineering was as an intern 
at Rocscience, where I worked on software verification testing for RS2 and RSPile. I am 
currently working as a geotechnical PEY intern at the Arup Toronto office, where I have 
gained exposure to a wide range of geotechnical engineering work, from site 
investigation and desk studies to foundation design and numerical modelling. As an 
engineer, I hope to contribute to the design of lasting infrastructure that will improve the 
lives of people and communities.  

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Moamenbellah Moustafa, York University 
 
My name is Moamenbellah Moustafa, I recently graduated from York University as a 
Civil Engineer. Throughout my undergraduate journey, I utilized the benefits of my 
surrounding environment and opportunities to grow as a renaissance engineer and as a 
person. I always try to discover new opportunities to improve my leadership, 
communication, and technical skills. I volunteered in a number of leadership roles on 
campus as Landscaping Worker, Orientation Day Coordinator, Da Vinci Society’s project 
manager for a better student mental health, Arabsa’s VP Event Director, and Lassonde’s 
Peer Helper for better student engagement. I also worked as a research assistant for the 
past three years, under the supervision of the GeoEnvironmental Professor, Doctor Rashid 
Bashir. I worked on a project funded by the Ministry of Transportation Ontario (MTO) 
entitled as “The impact of climate change on the highways’ and roads’ embankment 
stability”. I also worked for an engineering consulting company, GHD Limited, as a Field 
Technician Intern. I manage my time efficiently by working, volunteering, and studying concurrently without compromising my 
grades. I graduated as a member of Dean’s Honour Roll, and I am a First Class with Distinction graduate. I am a recipient of 
Ontario Professional Engineers Foundation Scholarship, and LURA Award - Rewarded for research contributions; I was also 
offered the prestigious Canada Graduate Scholarship for my upcoming master’s program. To further broaden my knowledge, I 
intend to pursue master’s studies in the field of Geotechnical/GeoEnvironmental in the fall of 2020 at York University.  
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Thomas Ong, Ryerson University 

  
My name is Thomas Ong. I am currently pursuing my final year of my Bachelor of 
Engineering degree this September at Ryerson University. Over my three years of studies I 
have come to realize my vision of engineering has changed vastly, I have learned so many 
different aspects of what civil engineering encompasses and I am excited to continue to 
broaden my knowledge.  Geotechnical Engineering has been a field of interest for me as 
soil has been a very intriguing material. Currently, as an NSERC award recipient I am 
conducting research on pile load simulation via VBA in Excel. Aside from my academics, 
a few of my hobbies include weightlifting, video editing and playing various sports. I want 
to continue to educate myself and others as I move further in my academics and into my 
career. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Adam Blazejowski, Western University 
 

Hey, I’m Adam Blazejowski from London Ontario. I’m honored to receive the 
undergraduate scholarship from the Canadian Geotechnical Society, Southern Ontario 
Section. I just earned my civil engineering degree from Western University, where my 
professors sparked my interest in geotechnical engineering, and probably got annoyed 
by my plethora of in-class questions. My interest was further reinforced when I was 
exposed to awesome geotechnical engineering projects in the Alberta Oil Sands, where 
I worked as a surveyor and as an on-site engineering student. I will be starting a master’s 
degree in geotechnical engineering at Virginia Tech in September 2020, where I will 
challenge myself to research the dynamic performance of soils. In the future, I hope to 
work in the tunneling industry. Outside of my career, I enjoy camping, hiking, sport-
shooting, and fishing.  I am grateful for this scholarship because it will help in offsetting 
my relocation costs to Virginia, and buy a couple new fishing lures! 
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